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Chapter1 : Introduction
In this chapter, we give a broad picture about our thesis and how we structure each chapter.
1.1Background
In 2011, there was news about the severe flooding occurred during the 2011 monsoon season
in Thailand. The World Bank has estimated 1,425 billion Baht (US$ 45.7 billion) in economic
damages and losses due to flooding, as of 1 December 2011. The World Bank's estimate for this
disaster means it ranks as the world's fourth costliest disaster as of 2011 surpassed only by the 2011
earthquake and tsunami in Japan, 1995 Kobe earthquake, and Hurricane Katrina in 2005.
Besides losses that occurred to Thai residents, this flooding also affects many manufacturing
industries, as seven major industrial estates were inundated by as much 3 meters (10 feet) during the
floods. The Japanese manufacturing factories were about 50% of all affected manufacturing factories.
Thailand and Japan have a long trading relationship back to even before Edo era. Moreover,
the location of Thailand which is in the middle of South East Asia, and the lower labor cost compared
to Japan are main reasons that Japanese manufacturing companies have shifted their production lines
to Thailand.
The capital of Thailand is Bangkok where the transportation infrastructure is well equipped
compared to other parts of country. Moreover, Bangkok has the largest merchandise port in Thailand.
Considering the convenience in transportation, Thai government created industrial estates around
Bangkok and nearby prefectures to support foreign manufacturing industries. By this fact, most of
manufacturing industries are located in Bangkok and nearby provinces, which are located in Central
plains. Thailand’s main river is Chao Phraya River which is also located in the midst of Central plains.
Various regions of Thailand are prone to seasonal flash-flooding due to their tropical savanna
climate. The floods often occur in the North and spread down the Chao Phraya River through
the central plains, in the Northeast along the Chi and Mun Rivers flowing into the Mekong, or in the
coastal hillsides of the East and South. Drainage control systems, including multiple dams, irrigation
canals and flood detention basins, has been implemented, but seems to be inadequate to prevent flood
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damage, especially to rural areas. A lot of efforts, including a system of drainage tunnels begun in
2001, have been put into preventing the enormous flooding of the capital city, which lies near the
mouth of the Chao Phraya River and is prone to flooding, with considerable success, Bangkok having
seen only brief and minor flooding since the major flood of 1995. Other regions, however, have
experienced severe flooding as recently as 2010.
 In regular monsoon season, sometimes there is flooding in Chao Phraya River’s central plains,
but only a short period of time. The flooding does not significantly affect the production line.
However, because of ominous rainfall over the area of northern Thailand and along Chao Phraya
River last year was around 150% over the average for 5 consecutive months. The normal flooding
protection was inadequate and finally even the capital was submerged under water too.
 Even though this flooding is quite irregular, many manufacturing companies are worried
about the future flooding protection plan. Many companies demand government to provide a
long-term water management strategy and a support for natural disaster policy which can protect
production sustainability for factories.
1.2Research Objectives
In this paper, the research author analyses information about the loss during flooding, the
government budgets and solutions provided by the government in both short-term and long-term
in order to derive business replications for Japanese companies. Furthermore, we will develop a
framework to consider whether the company should move out of Thailand or not.
This thesis structure is as follows:
Chapter 1: Broad introduction about this thesis
Chapter 2: Provide general information about Thailand that relating to last year flooding such as
geography, climate, economic and population demographic
Chapter 3: Information about flooding in Thailand and government budget allocation
Chapter 4: Show result from survey and short-term solution
Chapter 5: Information about government water management strategy
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Chapter 6: Suggestion on business perspective
Chapter 7: Conclusion
1.3Research methodology
 Collect data from many government’s department about flooding, and survey from JETRO
 Analyze data and recombine data to structure complete view over government water management
strategy against flooding
 Conclude findings based on data
 Suggest options and decision flow for companies
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Chapter2 : General Information on Thailand
In this chapter, we will give a brief introduction about Thailand focusing on the topics that are
related to this flooding protection policy. Thailand (Kingdom of Thailand) is located in the South East
Asia, and its capital is Bangkok. Thailand has Thai as an official language, and rules by
unitary parliamentary democracy and Constitutional monarchy. Our beloved king is Rama 9 or King
Bhumibol Adulyadej. Total area is 513,120 km2 with population around 66,720,153 (from 2011
estimation). Thailand’s official currency is Bath. (In this thesis, all amount will be written based on
US dollar, which has the exchange rate for 1$ to 31.7 Bath as of 12th June 2012.)
2.1Geography
Thailand is divided into 76 provinces (จงัหวดั, changwat), which are gathered into 5 groups of
provinces by location. There are also 2 special governed districts: the capital Bangkok (Krung Thep
Maha Nakhon) and Pattaya, of which Bangkok is at provincial level and thus often counted as a
province.
Each province is divided into districts and the districts are further divided into sub-districts
(tambons). As of 2006 there are 877 districts (อาํเภอ, amphoe) and the 50 districts of Bangkok (เขต,
khet). Some parts of the provinces bordering Bangkok are also referred to as Greater
Bangkok (ปริมณฑล, pari monthon). These provinces include Nonthaburi, Pathum Thani, Samut
Prakan, Nakhon Pathomand Samut Sakhon. The name of each province's capital city (เมือง, mueang) is
the same as that of the province. For example, the capital of Chiang Mai province (Changwat Chiang
Mai) is Mueang Chiang Mai or Chiang Mai.
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Picture 1-1 : Thailand Map
Source : Map of world www.mapsofworld.com
Thailand is home to several distinct geographic regions, partly corresponding to the
provincial groups. The north of the country is the mountainous area of the Thai highlands, with the
highest point being Doi Inthanon in the Thanon Thong Chai Range at 2,565 metres (8,415 ft) above
sea level. The northeast, Isan, consists of the Khorat Plateau, bordered to the east by
the Mekong River. The center of the country is dominated by the predominantly flat Chao
Phraya river valley, which runs into the Gulf of Thailand.
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Southern Thailand consists of the narrow Kra Isthmus that widens into the Malay Peninsula.
Politically, there are six geographical regions which differ from the others in population, basic
resources, natural features, and level of social and economic development. The diversity of the regions
is the most pronounced attribute of Thailand's physical setting.
The Chao Phraya and the Mekong River are the sustainable resource of rural Thailand.
Industrial scale production of crops uses both rivers and their tributaries. The Gulf of Thailand covers
320,000 km2 and is fed by the Chao Phraya, Mae Klong, Bang Pakong andTapi Rivers. It contributes
to the tourism sector owing to its clear shallow waters along the coasts in the Southern Region and the
Kra Isthmus. The Gulf of Thailand is also an industrial centre of Thailand with the kingdom's main
port in Sattahip along with being the entry gates for Bangkok's Inland Seaport.
The Andaman Sea is regarded as Thailand's most precious natural resource as it hosts the
most popular and luxurious resorts in Asia. Phuket, Krabi, Ranong, Phang Ngaand Trang and their
lush islands all lies along the coasts of the Andaman Sea, they continue to be an ever more so, the
playground of the rich and elite of Asia and the world.
This thesis focuses our discussion on Chao Phraya River plain that was severely affected by
last year flooding, because many Japanese manufacturing companies are located in this area.
2.2Climate
Most of Thailand has a Tropical wet and dry or savanna climate (Aw) according to
the Köppen climate classification, while the South and the eastern tip of the East have a tropical
monsoon climate (Am); countrywide, temperatures normally range from an average annual high
of 38 °C (100.4 °F) to a low of 19 °C(66.2 °F). During the dry season, the temperature rises
dramatically in the second half of March, spiking to well over 40 °C (104 °F) in some areas by mid
April when the Sun passes the Zenith. Southwest monsoons that arrive between May and July (except
in the South) signal the advent of the rainy season (ruedu fon), which lasts into October and the cloud
covering reduces the temperature again but the high humidity is experienced as 'hot and sticky'.
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November and December mark the onset of the dry season and night temperatures on high ground can
occasionally drop to a light frost. Temperatures begin to climb in January, and a hot sun parches the
landscape. The dry season is shortest in the South because of the proximity of the sea to all parts of the
Malay Peninsula. With only minor exceptions, every area of the country receives adequate rainfall, but
the duration of the rainy season and the amount of rain vary substantially from region to region and
with altitude. The Northeast experiences a long dry season although the dry 2007/2008 season lasted
only from late November through mid March.
2.3Economy
Thailand is an emerging economy and considered as a newly industrialized country. After
enjoying one of the world's highest growth rate from 1985 to 1996 – averaging 12.4% annually –
increased pressure on Thailand's currency, the Bath, in 1997, the year in which the economy
contracted by 1.9% led to a crisis that uncovered financial sector weaknesses and forced the Chavalit
Yongchaiyudh administration to float the currency. However, Prime Minister Chavalit Yongchaiyudh
was forced to resign after his cabinet came under fire for its slow response to the crisis. The Bath was
pegged at 25 to the US dollar from 1978 to 1997, however, the Bath reached its lowest point of 56 to
the US dollar in January 1998 and the economy contracted by 10.8% that year. This collapse
prompted the Asian financial crisis.
Thailand's economy started to recover in 1999, expanding 4.2% and 4.4% in 2000, thanks
largely to strong exports. Growth (2.2%) was dampened by the softening of the global economy in
2001; Growth in 2002, 2003 and 2004 was 5–7% annually. Growth in 2005, 2006 and 2007 hovered
around 4–5%. Due to both the weakening of the US dollar and an increasingly strong Thai currency,
the dollar was hovering around the 33 Bath mark by March 2008. Thailand exports an increasing
value of over $105 billion worth of goods and services annually. Major exports include Thai rice,
textiles and footwear, fishery products, rubber, jewelry, cars, computers and electrical appliances.
Thailand is the world's no.1 exporter of rice, exporting more than 6.5 million tons of milled rice
annually. Rice is the most important crop in the country. Substantial industries include electric
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appliances, components, computer parts and cars, while tourism in Thailand makes up about 6% of the
economy. Last year flooding destroyed thousands of rice fields, and also submerged many
manufacturing factories in industrial estates. The economy of Thailand is an emerging economy which
is heavily export-dependent, with exports accounting for more than two thirds of gross domestic
product (GDP). Thailand ranks high among the world's automotive export industries along with
manufacturing of electronic goods.
Thailand has a GDP worth 8.5 trillion Bath (on a purchasing power parity (PPP) basis), or
US$627 billion (PPP). This classifies Thailand as the 2nd largest economy in Southeast Asia after
Indonesia. Despite this, Thailand ranks midway in the wealth spread in Southeast Asia as it is the 4th
richest nation according to GDP per capita, after Singapore, Brunei and Malaysia.
49% of Thailand's labor force is employed in agriculture, however this is less than the 70%
employed in 1980. Agriculture has been experiencing a transition from labor intensive and transitional
methods into a more industrialized and competitive sector. Between 1962 and 1983, the agricultural
sector grew by 4.1% on average a year and continued to grow at 2.2% between 1983 and
2007. However, the relative contribution of agriculture to GDP has declined while exports of goods
and services have increased. Tourism revenues are on the rise. the GDP growth of Thailand has settled
at around 4–5% from previous highs of 5–7% under the previous civilian administration, as investor
and consumer confidence has been degraded somewhat due to political uncertainty.
Industry and manufacturing
In 2007 industry contributed 43.9% of gross domestic product (GDP) but employed only 14%
of the workforce. 1This proportion is the opposite of the one applying to agriculture. Industry
expanded at an average annual rate of 3.4 percent during the 1995–2005 periods. The most important
subsector of industry is manufacturing, which accounted for 34.5 percent of GDP in 2004.
1 Labor Force Survey from Bank of Thailand.
http://www2.bot.or.th/statistics/ReportPage.aspx?reportID=93&language=eng
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Table 1-1 : Labor Force Survey from Bank of Thailand (thousand)
Column1 2010 p 2009 2008 2007 2006 2005
1.Population (1.1 + 1.2) 1/ 67,275.50 66,879.44 66,320.50 65,739.96 65,280.23 65,110.37
1.1.Age Under 15 2/ 13,813.49 14,062.67 14,417.62 14,695.46 14,809.30 15,293.61
1.2.Age 15 Up 53,462.02 52,816.77 51,902.89 51,044.50 50,470.93 49,816.75
2.Labour Force (2.1+2.2+2.3) 3/ 38,643.48 38,426.76 37,700.39 36,941.98 36,429.01 36,131.98
2.1.Employment 4/ 38,037.34 37,706.32 37,016.61 36,249.46 35,685.53 35,257.17
of which underemployment 5/ 520.81 604.93 507.78 596.71 577.93 754.12
2.1.1.Agriculture 14,546.88 14,692.55 14,699.12 14,306.01 14,170.51 13,616.97
1) Agriculture , hunting and forestry 14,119.23 14,228.35 14,283.25 13,862.41 13,715.85 13,164.65
2) Fishing 427.65 464.20 415.87 443.60 454.66 452.33
2.1.2.Non-Agriculture 23,489.64 23,013.79 22,317.50 21,943.44 21,515.02 21,640.21
3) Mining and quarrying 40.76 51.20 57.93 63.06 57.58 56.59
4) Manufacturing 5,348.79 5,373.91 5,453.27 5,619.23 5,504.13 5,587.89
5) Electricity , gas and water supply 103.21 102.21 106.39 101.77 106.54 106.87
6) Construction 2,356.15 2,302.96 2,214.04 2,148.74 2,150.74 2,129.39
7) Wholesale and retail trade , repair of
vehicles and personal and household goods 6,236.29 6,047.63 5,754.28 5,574.40 5,513.60 5,553.27
8) Hotels and restaurants 2,654.16 2,592.91 2,384.25 2,342.96 2,274.67 2,348.53
9) Transport , storage and communications 1,107.52 1,140.82 1,117.09 1,058.06 1,072.30 1,108.05
10) Financial intermediation 366.66 375.27 373.13 341.86 340.15 316.95
11) Real estate , renting and business
activities 765.12 744.10 731.51 717.33 672.39 647.35
12) Public administration and defence ,
compulsory social security 1,488.39 1,348.69 1,299.30 1,250.96 1,156.01 1,109.78
13) Education 1,246.06 1,132.67 1,061.56 1,045.93 1,043.65 1,044.25
14) Health and social work 701.33 698.92 681.39 633.41 588.81 601.66
15) Other community , social and personal
service activities 810.15 837.60 825.65 750.33 744.05 736.87
16) Private households with employed
persons 233.94 237.65 217.71 233.16 223.25 243.35
17) Extra - territorial organizations and
bodies 2.57 2.29 1.25 2.00 1.67 1.48
18) Other 25.05 24.97 38.77 60.26 65.50 47.93
2.2.Unemployed Persons 402.18 572.33 521.98 508.48 551.73 662.98
(rate of unemployment) 1.04 1.50 1.39 1.38 1.52 1.85
of which new entry n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.
2.3.Seasonal Inactive Labour Force 203.96 148.10 161.80 184.05 191.75 211.83
(share of total labour force) 0.53 0.39 0.44 0.51 0.53 0.59
3. Persons not in labour force, age 15 years or over 14,818.54 14,390.01 14,202.50 14,102.52 14,041.93 13,684.78
1) Household work 4,723.72 4,669.95 4,658.10 4,568.23 4,519.47 4,293.02
2) Studies 4,232.78 4,198.83 4,229.76 4,340.44 4,337.03 4,331.05
3) Too the readerng / old / incapable of work 4,580.57 4,467.72 4,322.56 4,335.73 4,254.82 4,054.00
4) Others 1,281.47 1,053.52 992.08 858.13 930.60 1,006.71
4. Persons not in labour force, age under 15 years 13,813.49 14,062.67 14,417.62 14,695.46 14,809.30 15,293.61
Source : Labor Force Survey from Bank of Thailand
Thailand is becoming a center of automobile manufacturing for the Association of Southeast
Asian Nations (ASEAN) market. By 2004 automobile production had reached 930,000 units, more
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than twice as much as in 2001. Two automakers very active in Thailand are Toyota and Ford. The
expansion of the automotive industry has led to a boom in domestic steel production.
Thailand's electronics industry faces competition from Malaysia and Singapore, while its
textile industry faces competition from China and Vietnam.
2.4Population and Demography
The population is mostly rural, concentrated in the rice-growing areas of the central,
northeastern, and northern regions. However, as Thailand continues to industrialize, its urban
population - 45.7% (in 2010, according to NESDB) of the total population, principally in
the Bangkok area - is growing.
Thailand's highly successful government-sponsored family planning program has resulted in a
dramatic decline in population growth from 3.1% in 1960 to around 0.4% today. Life expectancy also
has raisen, a positive reflection of Thailand's efforts in executing public health policies. The 1997
constitution mandated 12 years of free education, however, this is not provided universally. Education
accounts for 19% of total government expenditures.
Theravada Buddhism is the official religion of Thailand and is said to be the religion of about
97% of its people. However, the true figure lies closer to 85%, Muslims are some 10% and 5% other
religions including Christianity, Hinduism, especially among immigrants. In addition to Malay and
Yawi speaking Thais and other southerners who are Muslim, the citizen of Cambodia in recent years
began a large scale influx into Thailand. The government permits religious diversity, and other major
religions are represented, though there is much social tension, especially in the South.
The provinces that have high numbers of population are Chiangmai, Udon Thani, Nakhon
Ratchasima, Surat Thani, and Khon Kaen. Population is congested in Bangkok (Picture 2-1:No.13 in
yellow color) and the provinces surrounding Bangkok (Picture 2-1: in pink color). These provinces
include Nonthaburi, Pathum Thani, Samut Prakan, Nakhon Pathomand Samut Sakhon which lay down
in Chao Phraya River plains. Below is a map for provinces in central region.
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Picture 2-1 : Provinces in central region
Source : Central Thailand Government Districts Map2
2 Central Thailand Government Districts Map http://www.csmngt.com/map_thai_cent.htm
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Exhibit 2-1 : Population development in Thailand
Source : Thailand population development statistic from Population Division of the
Department of Economic and Social Affairs of the United Nations Secretariat, World Population
Prospects: The 2010 Revision
In this chapter, Broad information about Thailand is given, so the reader could be familiar
with issue that will be covered in details in other chapters. Thailand locates in South East Asian with
sultry weather during a year and heavy rain in rainy season. Most of our population is farmers, but our
economic also depends on domestic industrial sector. Among domestic industrial sector, Japanese
manufacturing companies are dominant than others. Many Japanese manufacturing companies locate
their plants in Thailand’s industrial estates and employ local workforces Bangkok and provinces
surrounding Bangkok. Because of the growth of industrial business, Bangkok and provinces around it
have a high density population. Bangkok was chosen to be a capital because it has the Chao Phraya
River flows through the city and people used the river as a way to transport merchandise in old period.
By geological, the lowest Chao Phraya Basin is located in Bangkok and when the inundation occurred
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last year, it submerged many areas in Bangkok and provinces around it including many Japanese
manufacturing companies in industrial estates. Furthermore, with high population density in these
areas, the damage estimation for both industrial sectors and community sectors are tremendous.
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Chapter3 : Damages from floods and government budget
allocation on recovery
This chapter will provide information gained from Thai government about 2011 flooding in
Thailand.3
Last year, flood damages affected 1,175,264 families (3,160,417 persons), caused 680 dead
persons and 2 missing persons. The flooded area was approximately 28,000 km2 with total damages
about 1.43 trillion Baht or 45.11 billion $ (1$ = 31.7 Baht as of 13/6/2012).
3.1Damage area and loss
3.1.1Loss in manufacturing section
Under the technical assistance provided by an expert team lead by Dr. Apichart, president of
Thailand Water Management Association has conducted a rapid assessment on the flood and its
conditions in December 2011. Through the engineering analyses on the water control structures and
response activities taken during the flood, the assessment has pointed out the root of flooding as:
1. Flood was brought by an extraordinary rainfall
2. Land development has increased flood runoff and aggravated inundation
3. River and water control structures are designed insufficiently to cope with the flood
mitigation
4. Maintenance of drainage system was not adequately undertaken
Further, preparedness such as information dissemination as well as relief efforts and
evacuation plan was not well prepared. Some communities have undertaken their own efforts of
response and relief activities.
3 Numbers and excel information was translated from The Secretariat of the Cabinet of Thai
Government’s meetings reports. http://www.cabinet.thaigov.go.th/ Our current version was updated
until 14th February 2012.
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Picture 3-1 : The Maximum Area of Inundation in 16th November 2011
Source: Flood Management for Chao Phraya River Basin from the Office of the National
Economic and Social Development Board’s report (March 2012)
Last year flooding has affected many provinces along Chao Phraya River Basin, but in
Ayuthaya and Bangkok where many manufacturing companies and commercial areas are located,
it directly affected Thailand’s economy and the damage was estimated to be 550 billion Baht or
17.35 billion $ (1$=37.1Baht as of 13/6/2012).
Here are pictures showing flooding in Ayuthaya based on timeline.
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Picture 3-2 : Flooding in Ayuthaya
Source : Thai Meteorological Department
Here are also pictures showing flooding in Bangkok based on timeline.
Picture 3-3 : Flooding in Bangkok
Source : Thai Meteorological Department
The complete information can be downloaded from the homepage of Thai Meteorological
Department4, but information in Ayuthaya and Bangkok alone should be enough to show how
severely the flooding covered many areas.
The information about damages and loss was gathered from the minutes in cabinet meetings
sourced from The Secretariat of The Cabinet. 5
4 Thai Meteorological Department http://www.tmd.go.th/index.php
5 The Secretariat of the Cabinet. http://www.cabinet.thaigov.go.th/
27/8/2011
Before flooding
28/8/2011
Start flooding
25/9/2011 23/10/2011 22/11/2011
Before flooding 4-18/9/2011
Start flooding
2-16/10/2011 30/10-13/11/2011 22/11/2011
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Below is a table showing the information of manufacturing estates that were affected by
flooding with the number of Japanese factories.
Table 3-1 : Information of Industrial Estates affected by flooding
Name Factoryland
Year of establishment 1996
Area 170 Rai = 272,000 m²
Number of factories 93
Total investment amount 8,000 million Baht or 252 million $
Number of workers 8,500
Type of industry Electronics
Number of Japanese fatories 7
Japanese investment amount 640 million Baht or 20 million $ (8%)
Name Bang Pra In
Year of establishment 1989
Area 1,962 Rai = 3,139,200 m²
Number of factories 80
Total investment amount 61,434 million Baht or 1,938 million $
Number of workers 55,689
Type of industry Electronics
Number of Japanese fatories 35
Japanese investment amount 23,334 million Baht or 756 million $ (39%)
Name Bang Wha
Year of establishment 1989
Area 2,446 Rai = 3,913,600 m²
Number of factories 143
Total investment amount 65,312 million Baht or 2,060 million $
Number of workers 42,000
Type of industry Electronics and appliance
Number of Japanese fatories 71
Japanese investment amount 32,656 million Baht or 1,030 million $ (50%)
Name Rojana
Year of establishment 1989
Area 10,400 Rai = 16,640,000 m²
Number of factories 245
Total investment amount 65,000 million Baht or 2,050 million $
Number of workers 90,000
Type of industry Electronics and automobile
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Number of Japanese fatories 150
Japanese investment amount 34,272 million Baht or 1,251 million $ (61%)
Name Nawanakorn
Year of establishment 1971
Area 6,495 Rai = 10,392,000 m²
Number of factories 227
Total investment amount 180,000 million Baht or 5,678 million $
Number of workers 128,311
Type of industry Electronics and appliance
Number of Japanese fatories 102
Japanese investment amount 81,000 million Baht or 2,555 million $ (45%)
Name Bang Ka Dee
Year of establishment 1987
Area 1,222 Rai = 1,955,200 m²
Number of factories 44
Total investment amount 25,000 million Baht or 789 million $
Number of workers 30,000
Type of industry Electronics and automobile
Number of Japanese fatories 34
Japanese investment amount 20,000 million Baht or 631 million $ (80%)
Name Saharattanakorn
Year of establishment 1994
Area 1,441 Rai = 2,305,600 m²
Number of factories 43
Total investment amount 9,472 million Baht or 299 million $
Number of workers 14,696
Type of industry Electronics and appliance
Number of Japanese fatories 41
Japanese investment amount 7,462 million Baht or 269 million $ (90%)
Source : The Ministry of Industry Thailand
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Effect for Japanese companies
The scale of effect from flooding to Japanese manufacturing company can be gained from
JETRO annual survey on impacts of the 2011 Thailand floods on business operation.6
The percentage of the firms responding “direct damage to buildings or facilities” was 19%,
while that of the firm responding “indirect damage due to customers/suppliers affected” was 78%. Of
the firms responding “direct damage to buildings or facilities,” the percentages in the
electric/electronics machinery and general machinery industries amounted to 56% and 42%
respectively. Many firms in all the industries reported “indirect damage due to customers/suppliers
affected.”
Table 3-2 : Damage to Japanese Companies Classified by Industry
Source : Survey of Business Sentiment on Japanese Corporations in Thailand for the 2nd half of 2011
by JETRO
6 Survey of Business Sentiment on Japanese Corporations in Thailand for the 2nd half of 2011 by
JETRO Table(11-1) P.19
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Furthermore, there is information on the number of factories that got insurance coverage
classified by industry as shown in the table “Damage insurance coverage” below.
Table 3-3 : Type of Damages to Japanese Company Classified by Industry
Source : Survey of Business Sentiment on Japanese Corporations in Thailand for the 2nd half of 2011
by JETRO
As for the damage insurance coverage, the dominant response was “property damage” (74%),
followed by “property (e.g. products) in transit” (28%) and “liability” (19%).
The percentage of the firms responding “property damage” covered by insurances in the
manufacturing sector (86%) is higher than those in non-manufacturing sector (55%).
Next table shows how fast the companies forecast recovery of their operation.
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Table 3-4 : Expected Month of Operation Recovery
Source : Survey of Business Sentiment on Japanese Corporations in Thailand for the 2nd half of 2011
by JETRO
For the expected resumption of operation (including partial operation) in manufacturing
sector, the predominant response among firms directly affected was “December 2011” (25%), while a
considerable amount of the firm require longer time till assumption, including “April to May 2012”
(21%) and “June 2012 or later” (6%)
Next table “Location of alternative production” shows the data about the alternative
production to companies that were affected by flooding.
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Table 3-5 : Location of Alternative Production for Directly Affected Firms
Source : Survey of Business Sentiment on Japanese Corporations in Thailand for the 2nd half of 2011
by JETRO
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Table 3-6 : Location of Alternative Production for Indirectly Affected Firms
Source : Survey of Business Sentiment on Japanese Corporations in Thailand for the 2nd half of 2011
by JETRO
As for the location of alternative production, the percentages of the firms responding “within
Thailand” and “outside Thailand” among those directly affected in the manufacturing sector were 43%
and 61% respectively. In term of countries, the predominant response was “Japan” (55%). The number
of the firms responding “Japan” is high especially in the electric/electronics industry.
Among firms indirectly affected in the manufacturing sector, the percentages of the firms
responding “within Thailand” and “outside Thailand” were 27% and 37% respectively. In terms of
countries, the predominant response was “Japan” (30%). The number of the firms responding “Japan”
is high especially in the transportation machinery industry.
After flooding, Thai government was worried that many manufacturing companies would
move outside Thailand and cause increasing unemployment rate in country. However, next table
shows the result from survey of Japanese companies about the location of business resumption.
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Table 3-7 : Survey of Relocation of Japanese Companies Classified by Industry
Source : Survey of Business Sentiment on Japanese Corporations in Thailand for the 2nd half of 2011
by JETRO
As for the location of business resumption in the manufacturing sector, the predominant
response was “same location” (85%), while the percentage of the firm responding “relocation outside
Thailand” amounted to 8% while the percentage is high especially in the electric/electronics industry
(16%).
The next table below shows the result of survey in employment adjustment. It is one of the
factors to worry regarding the effect of flooding.
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Table 3-8 : Employment Adjustment for Directly Affected Firms
Source : Survey of Business Sentiment on Japanese Corporations in Thailand for the 2nd half of 2011
by JETRO
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Table 3-9 : Employment Adjustment for Indirectly Affected Firms
Source : Survey of Business Sentiment on Japanese Corporations in Thailand for the 2nd half of 2011
by JETRO
As for employment adjustment, the predominant response among firms directly affected was
“none” (73%). In the manufacturing sector, while the percentage of the firms responding “none” was
67%, that of the firms responding “voluntary retirement” and “dismissal” were 24%.
Among firms indirectly affected, the percentage of the firms responding “none” amounted to
94%.
Not all the manufacturing companies in industrial estates were affected by flooding; there is
another survey provided by the government that shows the total number of damaged factories
classified by type of damage and by top 5 affected provinces.
Within 64 provinces that were affected by flooding, there were 8,413 factories damaged in 42
provinces. Within those 8,413 factories, 888 factories were in industrial estates and we can classify
damages by type as shown below.
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Table 3-10 : Total Damages in Industrial Products
Type of Damages Amount (million Baht) Amount (million Dollar)
Building 26,357 831
Material and WIP 28,224 890
Finished goods 17,275 545
Machine 87,164 2,750
Others 70,555 2,226
Total 229,575 7,242
1$ = 31.7 Baht as of 13/6/2012
Source : The Amount of Damages of Industrial Products from Report of The Secretariat of The
Cabinet
The top 5 provinces that had the largest damage amount reported as of 30/12/2011.
Table 3-11 : Top 5 Provinces in Damage Amount
Province # of cases Amount (million Baht) Amount (million Dollar)
Ayuthaya 1,690 166,408 5,249
Patumthani 1,684 143,008 4,511
Nonthaburi 1,415 12,458 393
Bangkok 2,324 2,000 63
Angthong 87 1,041 33
1$ = 31.7 Baht as of 13/6/2012
Source : The 5 Provinces that had the Largest Damage Amount from Report of The Secretariat of The
Cabinet
The survey from the Ministry of Industry Thailand 7has concluded that the total investment of
Japanese manufacturing in those 7 industrial estates site is 199,364 million Baht or 49.20 % of total
investment. Furthermore, there is a report that the Ministry of Industry Thailand with cooperation of
JICA and JETRO about the aspects of Japanese factory’s owners whose manufacturing lines were
affected by flooding. We will show this in Chapter4 with JETRO report for Japanese company’s
survey.
7 The Ministry of Industry Thailand http://www.industry.go.th/train/site02/page/index.aspx
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3.1.2Loss in agricultural section
Besides Japanese factories’ damages, based on the information from the Ministry of Agriculture and
Cooperatives8, this time flooding was damaging 67 provinces out of 76 provinces and affecting fishing,
plants and livestock as shown below. (Thai traditional unit is Rai, which is equal to 1,600 m2 or 0.16
km2. Based information was written in Rai unit, so the author converted to international standard unit
in km2 instead.)
Table 3-12 : Damage Amount in Agricultural section
Source : The Amount of Damage in Agricultural Sector from Report of The Secretariat of The Cabinet
Report from Insurance companies about the loss and payment made by companies at
6/12/2011 is shown below.
Table 3-13 : Reported Loss and Payment Amount Report from Insurance Companies
Kind of damages # ofcases
Dollar
Reported Loss Paid
1 Damage for life 96 984,950
8 The Ministry of Agriculture and Cooperatives http://www.moac.go.th/main.php?filename=index
Plants
Number of Farmers 1,284,106
Total damage 2.02 million km2
Type
Rice field 1.60 million km2
Crops 0.30 million km2
Horticulture and others 0.12 million km2
Fishery
Number of Farmers 130,262
Total damage 89,297 km2
Type
Fish 34,515 km2
Shrimp/Crap/Clam 8,571 km2
Others 46,211 km2
Livestock Number of Farmers 254,670
Total damages 30.32 million body
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Insurrance 675,707
Accident 309,243
2 Damage for car 11,593 47,251,173
Paid 1,178 2,610,458
3 Damage for property 10,495 2,027,714,772
Paid 866 4,428,589
3.1 Housing 4,631 56,630,097
Paid 507 784,920
3.2 Fire damage 3,435 86,764,233
Paid 269 846,534
3.3 IAR (All Risk Insurance) 2,429 1,884,320,443
Paid 90 2,797,135
Total 2,075,950,896 8,023,998
1$ = 31.7 Baht as of 13/6/2012
Source : Loss and Payment Report from Insurance Companies from Report of The Secretariat of The
Cabinet
3.2Government budget allocation on recovery
During the flooding, government provided supports for industrial sectors as listed below.
1. Provide registration center for manufacturers to register for helps such as the right to
postpone debt payment, lower taxes for importing manufacturing equipments, etc. The program
was holding from 1/11/2011 and there were 2,444 manufacturers registered as of 5/12/2011.
2. Reduce import taxes for manufacturing materials and manufacturing machines,
equipments which were used to substitute those that were affected by flooding
3. Extend the right to accept additional helps for investing in Thailand for the projects that
were selected for special helps but was affected by flooding
4. Provide visa and work permit for the specialists who came to help recover manufacturing
lines and provide visa extension for workers from within 15 days to within 30 days.
5. Provide short-term loan backed by government. Government allocated 40 billion Baht
with 3% interest rate for 3 years through Thai commercial banks and allocated 10 billion Baht
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with 3% interest rate for 3 years through Thai Credit Guarantee Corporation9.
Government also provided a support to agricultural areas as listed below.
1. Provide pumps for agricultural areas of about 1,067 pieces in 42 provinces
2. Provide fermentation liquid to kill bacteria in flooding areas of around 21.40 million liter
in 47,420 km2
3. Provide food for animal of 5,476 Ton to take care of 2.01 million animals, and give
15,853 sets of medicine.
4. Move 6,816 pet animals to 5 sanctuaries
5. Make lenient the laws for transporting animals and provide help to transport them
6. Provide boats for people in areas
7. Provide food for houses that were affected by flooding
Besides those measures for industrial sector and agricultural sector, there were measures for
household and public property which needed some budgets for reparation. Below is a table of
budget allocation for urgent reparation that planned to operate in January 2012.
Budget for helping and recovering damages from flooding is shown below.
Table 3-14 : Budget Allocation from Government for Household and Public Property
Plan/Project # of Units Units
Budget (thousand
Dollar)
For economic and industrial recovery and life's stability 416,049
1) 5,000 Baht per household 2,635,110 houses 415,632
2) Others 416
For recovering quality of life 55,022
3) Mental/Physical/Hygiene practice 1,437,812 cases 4,789
4) Work development and helping workers 100,002 cases 24,795
5) Others (For school, communities, etc.) 7,791 cases 25,438
For Infrastructure 163,332
6) Temple and heritages 444 places 45,254
6.1) Temple 1,545
6.2) Heritage 43,709
7) Government places and public monuments 14 places 2,647
9 Thai Credit Guarantee Corporation http://www.tcg.or.th/main/
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8) Transportion (Land) 47 projects 63,167
8.1) Bus stations and other facilities 3 projects 1,536
8.2) Road in town 33 projects 57,220
8.3) Road in countryside 11 projects 4,410
9) Water resource and irrigation 83,609 places 52,264
9.1) Fix pipes and water wells 83,609 places 52,264
Total 578,964
1$ = 31.7 Baht as of 13/6/2012
Source : Budget for Household and Public Property from Report of The Secretariat of The Cabinet
Budget for fixing public infrastructure is shown below.
Table 3-15 : Budget for Recovery Public Infrastructure
Infrastructure Budget in January Budget after Febuary Total (Thousand $)
Transportation 63,167 552,769 615,935
Government places 2,647 - 2,647
Religion related places 45,254 - 45,254
Educational institution - - -
Water supply infrastructure 52,264 106,999 159,263
Total 163,332 659,767 823,099
1$ = 31.7 Baht as of 13/6/2012
Source : Budget for Recovery Public Infrastructure from Report of The Secretariat of The Cabinet
Budget for military is shown below.
Table 3-16 : Budget for Recovery Militar Asset
Project
Recover
military places
an
infrastructure
Fixing assets
affected from
flooding
Fixing assets
used in helping
people from
flooding
Total (Dollar)
Secretary of Millitary office 2,110,908 - 112,678 2,223,585
Military central office 1,927,021 130,050 2,343,565 4,400,636
Land military 17,340,442 16,525,954 6,322,368 40,188,764
Navy military 6,679,741 - 3,165,260 9,845,002
Air force 106,906,183 185,026,782 - 291,932,965
Self defense organization 182,779 155,839 - 338,618
Total 135,147,074 201,838,624 11,943,871 348,929,569
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1$ = 31.7 Baht as of 13/6/2012
Source : Budget for Recovery Military Asset from Report of The Secretariat of The Cabinet
In this chapter, many tables of information about damages and losses from various sources
such as government organization and JETRO were presented. Some were classified those damages
and losses by industry and gave more details about government budget allocation. This also include
some government helps in short-term during flooding. Some information may be out of dated today
because it was based on last year survey and meetings, but we consider them as important documents
to use in order to estimate total damages and losses affected by last year flooding. In Thailand, new
graduates from normal university will receive their monthly salary as average around 12,000 Bath or
$379 per month. Because the cost of living in Thailand is very low, normal meal costs around 30-50
Baht ($1-2) from market food cart on street. Thailand’s GDP in 2010 was 9.5 trillion Baht or 300
billion Dollar, but last year flooding damages was 1.4 trillion Baht or 44.16 billion Dollar or around
15% of country’s GDP. Thailand’s government total budget for 2010 was 1.7 trillion Baht10 or 53.63
billion Dollars (the author use year 2010 as a base year to compare because year 2011 was irregular
year that Thailand had severe flooding crisis.). By combining recovery budgets in Table 3-14, 3-15,
and 3-16, it was about 55.5 billion Baht or 1.8 billion Dollars or around 3.26% of GDP. These
recovery budgets were allocated to fix current public assets and were separated from new water
management plans mentioned in Chapter 4 and 5. The amount of damages were extremely large as it
was 15% of country’s GDP and cost initial recovery budgets around 3% in only 2-3 months of
flooding. Thai government realized that this was an important issue to provide a sustainable solution
to prevent these kinds of damages in future.
10 Annual Budget of 2010 by Bureau of the Budget http://www.bb.go.th/bbhome/index.asp
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Chapter4 : Private sector needs and short-term solution
In this chapter, the information from JETRO survey and some documents from government
department showed requests from business side to government. The thesis will mention about short-
term solution and current situation to those short-term solutions.
The amount of damages caused by last year flooding that was estimated by both government
and Japanese companies’ surveys rose to around 1.4 trillion Baht or 44.16 billion Dollar (1$ = 31.7
Baht as of 13/6/2012). The physical damages that affect industrial areas, agricultural areas and
people’s households were severe. Besides those, the effect to people’s mental health for those who
have lost their home needed further supports as long-term solution.
The government should be concerned more about how to protect industrial areas, agricultural
areas and community areas and provide a sustainable plan to avoid the future damage from flooding.
Even though, the government could provide a structure and long-term plan as will be mentioned in
Chapter7, this chapter devotes to an aspect of business about what companies expect government to
do.
4.1Japanese company’s survey
The result of a JETRO survey regarding Japanese companies request to Thai government is
shown below.
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Table 4-1 : Survey about Japanese companies’ requests to Thai government
Source : Survey of Business Sentiment on Japanese Corporations in Thailand for the 2nd half of 2011
by JETRO
Regarding the floods-related requests to the Thai government, the predominant response was
“Speedy formulation of flood control plan” (83%), followed by “Speedy and accurate information
provision” (68%) and “Foundation of reinsurance system” (32%).
Another report that mentions about needs of Japanese companies during flooding was
provided by government meetings on 30th November 2011 sourced from The Secretariat of The
Cabinet11. In the report, their requests were separated into 4 categories.
1. Long-term assurance to continue operation in Thailand. They want Thai government
to show specific protection plan to prevent future flooding damages. Moreover, they insisted that the
industrial estates should provide safe and efficient inundation system within themselves. This
improvement could be provided by cooperation between Thai government and Japanese government
11 The Secretariat of The Cabinet. http://www.cabinet.thaigov.go.th/
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in terms of requesting specialists from Japan to establish better fundamental irrigation system.
2. Recovery in operation. Many companies need to repair and restore fundamental
infrastructure and machinery. They need helps in both financial perspective and technical perspective
in many fields.
3. Facilitation for import-export chemical material and machinery. The procedure and
process for import-export manufacturing material should be more flexible, especially for those relating
to Japanese government.
4. Requests for helps from the Japanese government. For some special high-end
technologies and machinery, companies need support from Japanese government to help repairing,
restoring and providing fund, necessary material to recover the production plant.
The result from these survey and report could suggest that they were taken after the shock
of flooding around the period before January. At that time, companies were worried about short-term
effects and tried their best to recover as soon as possible. However, the situation now has changed to
how to protect the manufacturing line in long term. More about these issues are discussed in Chapter7.
4.2Water barrier around industrial sector
While waiting for government to implement long-term protection plan, the companies
should do something on their own. The most simple way to protect water from inundating their factory
is to build a concrete barrier.
At present, government gave a policy to allocate budget to help each industrial estate to build
its own concrete barrier with 2/3 fund subsidized from Thai government and 1/3 low interest rate loan
from The Government Saving Bank.
In the area of 6 damaged industrial estates, the concrete barriers are being built, but in May
2012 it is delayed from its normal plan as reported by Thai local news.12 By scheduled plan, all
barriers should be finished before 31st August 2012, but now the progression is about 20%. The
progression in concrete barrier for Rojana, Ban Wha (Hi-tech), Bang Pra In, Nawanakorn, Bang Ka
12 The delay of barrier construction from ASTV manager newspaper at 1st May 2012
http://www.manager.co.th/Business/ViewNews.aspx?NewsID=9550000053985
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Dee are 15%, 28%, 27%, 18% and 21% respectively. However, Saharattanakorn industrial estate
cannot start building the concrete barrier yet, because due to its rehabilitation plan, they could not get
a loan from any financial institution.
Besides those industrial estates that were affected from last year flooding, another 6 industrial
estates that might have a potential risk of flooding also plan for building concrete barriers. These 6
industrial estates are Bang Pre, Bang Phu, Bang Chun, Samutsakorn, Ladkrabang, and Pichit. The
estimated budget for construction is around 5,400 million Baht and the construction draft is expected
to finish within 31st May 2012. The construction aims to finish in 31st August 2012, based on
Thailand local newspaper on 18th May 2012.13
In May 2012, we got a report from The Ministry of Industry Thailand14 that among 839
factories affected by flooding last year, 615 factories (72%) are at full capacity production and 61
factories may close its operation. The portion of 61 factories are distributed in each industrial estates
such as 5 factories in Saharattanakorn, 28 factories in Rojana, 16 factories in High-tech, 1 factory in
Bang Pha In, 8 factories in Nawanakorn, 3 factories in Bang Ka Dee. Another 163 factories are in
process of claiming damages and waiting for machines to be used in recovering operation.
Both report from Thai government about companies’ needs and the result of survey were
collected few months after flooding, the common requests were aiming to make companies recover as
soon as possible, such as flexibility in import-export procedure, low-interest funding, any additional
external helps etc. Most companies were concerned to make fast recovery by asking for short-term
solution that could possibly be provided by Thai government as soon as possible. However, after the
crisis was softened, and companies could recover some of their production capacity, they focused
more on long-term solution provided by Thai government, which will be mention in Chapter5.
Government helps could be delayed from schedule, waiting for helps could increase operational risk.
13 2/3 of money support for building concrete barrier from Government’s policy is revealed more from
ASTV manager newspaper at 18th May 2012
http://www.manager.co.th/business/viewnews.aspx?NewsID=9550000061238
14 The Ministry of Industry Thailand http://www.industry.go.th/train/site02/page/index.aspx
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Besides the long-term solution from Thai government, some companies started building their own
protection such as a concrete barrier. For Industrial estates, concrete barriers were built to protect
companies in their areas and Thai government helped providing some funds for these projects. The
short-term plan was to complete building those concrete barriers before this year monsoon season.
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Chapter5 : Water Resource Management Strategy
In this chapter, 4 reports from government sector were merged together from 3 sources. One
report is “Master Plan on Sustainable Water Resource Management” from SCWRM15. 2 reports
named “Flood Management for Chao Phraya River Basin” and “Integrated Water Management” from
NESDB16. The last report is the video type from meetings of SCWRM and JICA on 19th January 2012.
Each report came out with different timing and shared some overlapped information but in
different perspective, the author tried to merge and choose only important issues. This chapter will
start from the large scope of water management plan in general and show analytical information about
the root cause of flooding. Then long-term and short-term plans will be explained. These plans could
also be classified by areas into 3 parts, upstream, mid-stream and downstream along with the Chao
Phraya River Basin. Finally, the expected result of plans will be briefly explained with the conclusion
of this chapter.
5.1 Overview of plans
Based on government report, besides the fact that the amount of rain falling last year was
more than 30 years average, the management scheme for inundation was also inefficient. The
problems could be listed as shown below.
1. Incompetent water resources management and lack of single commanded authority –
Ineffective water resource management
2. Lack of master plan – Unclear direction and no-continuous budgetary allocation (There was a
1999 JICA flood protection master plan which was not fully implemented.)
3. Unsystematic and outdated database – Insufficient basis for correct decision making
4. Obsolete laws and regulations – Fragmented mandates and conducts by the government
15 Master Plan on Sustainable Water Resource Management from Office of Strategic Committee for
Water Resource Management(SCWRM) and Office of the National Economic and Social
Development Board (January 2012)
16 “Flood Management for Chao Phraya River Basin (March 2012)” and “Integrated Water
Management : a Dutch Perspective (March 2012)” from the Office of the National Economic and
Social Development Board
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agencies concerned with flood and water resources management
To strengthen the management scheme and centralize water management authority, the
government created a committee named the Office of Strategic Committee for Water Resource
Management (SCWRM) to prepare water management master plan. This plan was focusing on
improving present water flow in rivers and channels, providing water storage areas (called Monkey-
Cheek in government reports as it was initiated by King Bhumibol when he saw monkey stocking
food in its cheek and gradually eat it.) while flooding to prevent other important areas from flooding
such as industrial areas and community areas.
To understand the water management plan, the analysis about current water flow capacity and the
amount of last year rain fall rate will be explained. The chart below shows the total water management
plan which the author will describe more in details later in this chapter. In this plan, there are
structural plans and non-structural plans. Structural plans are related to a physical measurement such
as improving water flow or creating more dams. Non-structural plans are related to a schema of
flooding protection such as land uses control or guidance and flood forecasting.
Picture 5
Source : Flood Management for Chao Phraya River Basin page 13/44
Picture 5
Source : Flood Management for Chao Phraya River Basin page 1
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-1 : Overview for Water Management Plan
-2 : Structural Measure for Water Management
4/44
Picture 5
Source : Flood Management for Chao Phraya River Basin page 1
From these 3 pictures, the
measurement. As described above, structural me
physical protection; however, the non
management, regulation and procedure. In those
implementations may take long time, so those
which need to be followed up and have h
characteristic of areas along the Chao Phraya River Basin, the water management plan separated both
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-3 : Non-structural Measure for Water Management
water management plans consists of structural and non
asurement will consider the flow of water and mainly
-structural measurement will focus on environmental
structural and non-structural plans, some
implementations will be classified
igher incomplete risk. Because of the different in geological
4/44
-structural
into long-term plans
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structural and non-structural plans to suit those areas’ nature. After explaining in each area in detail,
the total picture of short-term and long-term plans will be shown.
5.2 The reason of last year flooding
The main reason of severe flooding was concluded that the amount of rain was more than 30
years average raining amount and that the situation was made even worse when the water management
system and operation were also ineffective. First, the background about the Chao Phraya River
knowledge will be explained and then the flow of each river and channel from JICA survey will be
presented. Moreover, the amount of last year rain fall will be shown too. Finally, the amount of water
flow along the Chao Phraya River during flooding and average damages classified by areas will be
described.
The Chao Phraya River came from 4 main rivers flowing from North and North East of
Thailand to the Central area as shown in picture below.
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Picture 5-4 : Main Rivers in Thailand
Source : Wang River picture from Wikipedia
From picture 5-4, Wang and Yom are comparatively smaller than Ping and Nan, but 4 of
them are very important rivers to Thai people living in those areas. In this picture, the area in pale
yellow tone is the area of the Chao Phraya Basin. The sizes of each river are shown in this table below.
Table 5-1 : Area of Main Rivers in Thailand
River Area(km2)
Thailand 514,000
Chao
Phraya
162,800
Ping 36,018
Wang 11,708
Yom 24,720
Nan 34,557
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Source : Video Tape from the meetings between SCWRM and JICA on 19th January 2012
Picture 5-5 : Flooding plain cover 22% of the Chao Phraya River Basin
Comparing picture 5-4 with picture 5-5, the area in blue color is the area that had damages
from flooding last year or around 35,000 km2 (or 22%) from total 162,800 km2. The yellow color and
the pink color are flood-proof areas around 123,000 km2 that were not affected by last year flooding.
The size of rivers could represent how large the land it occupied, but when considering about
flooding, the flow speed is more important and depends on the geological slope in that area. Below is
a survey provided by JICA in 1999 about water flow map of the Chao Phraya River.
Flooding
Plain
Non-
Flooding
Plain
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Picture 5-6 : Water Flow Capacity of Channels and Rivers in The Chao Phraya River Basin
Source : Flood Management for Chao Phraya River Basin page 12/44
From the picture 5-5 above, the bottle neck of water flow capacity in the Chao Phraya River
is in Ayuthaya where many industrial estates are located. In the other areas, if the water flow is not
over the maximum capacity, there will be no flooding. The solution to protect flooding is to increase
In this circle, Ayuthaya
where many industrial
estates are located has very
small water flow capacity
comparing to the top and
bottom of the Chao Phraya
River
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flow capacity and in case that it is impossible to increase flow capacity, providing some areas to
preserve water is needed to be considered. As the picture is presented maximum capacity of water
flow, last year when it was flooding the water flow was over capacity as the rain amount was over an
average 30 year rain amount as shown in table below.
Table 5-2 : Rain Amount of Last Year Comparing to Average 30 Years
Month
Rain amount 2011
(mm)
Rain amount
Average 30 years
(mm)
North Central North Central
May 259 197 173 178
June 222 205 154 127
July 252 193 180 134
August 297 242 221 171
September 322 271 220 279
October 140 232 116 205
Total 1492 1340 1064 1094
Source : Video Tape from the meetings between SCWRM and JICA on 19th January 2012
Compared to an average 30 years of rain amount, the amount of rain in North part is 1,492
mm. or about 40% more than 30 years average and in Central part is 1,340 mm. or about 34% more
than 30 years average.
In general, there are some dams collecting the rain in monsoon and gradually provide it
through dry season. If the rain falls in the areas above the dam, dam can preserve some amount of it.
At present, dams can only cover areas of 30% of the total Chao Phraya River Basin due to unplanned
land development in previous time. In normal year, the rain that falls outside dams’ coverage areas is
absorbed by soil and used by community, sometimes it will cause a short period flooding only in
monsoon. However, because of irregular heavy rain in last year, many areas outside dams’ coverage
cannot absorb and finally overflow through the community areas. The picture 5-6 below is shown
about the maximum water amount when it was flooding last year and the expected damages amount in
billion Baht.
Picture 5-7 : The Maximum
Nakhorn Sawan
A
B
C
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Water Amount during Flooding and Loss Expectation in Each Areas
Phisanulok
Sukhothai
Chainat
Singbur
Ayuthaya
Bangkok
Province Name
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Source : Flood Management for Chao Phraya River Basin page 15/44
As mentioned in the beginning of this chapter that the water management plan will divide the
basin of the Chao Phraya River into 3 main places, the upstream as shown in picture 5-7 in area A, the
mid-stream as shown in picture 5-7 in area B, and the downstream as shown in picture 5-8 in area C.
From picture 5-6, the bottle neck of water flow is in Ayuthaya and its surrounding, as represent in area
B.
Last year, the maximum water amount in area A during flooding was 3,500 million m3 and
caused damages of about 50 billion Baht or 1.58 billion Dollars. The damages were quite small
comparing to area B and area C because most of these areas are forest and town with low density
comparing to other areas.
The maximum water amount in area B during flooding was 6,000 million m3 and caused
damages about 800 billion Baht or 25.24 billion Dollars. Because the water flow capacity is very low
in area B comparing to area A and area C, the huge amount of water was stuck there. Moreover, many
manufacturing companies located in industrial areas are in area B, and when it was flooding, those
companies’ buildings were submerged and caused huge damages.
The maximum water amount in area C during flooding was 3,000 million m3 and caused
damages about 500 billion Baht or 15.77 billion Dollars. Because the area C is near the gulf of
Thailand and the water flow capacity is higher than area B. Moreover, Thai government tried to
protect this area especially the capital, Bangkok, with best effort as they can to prevent damages to
commercial areas. Most damages caused in this area were from damages from household and
companies around Bangkok and some partly in Bangkok. (1$ = 31.7 Baht as of 13/6/2012)
Finally, the government created a committee to give a water management plans by classifying
the solutions into structural solution and non-structural solution. This committee created a framework
called Integrated Flood Management Framework (IFMF) as shown in table 5-3 below.
Table 5-3 : Framework for Flood Management
IFMF Expected Outcomes
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Aspects
Prevention
and
Mitigation
Avoided flood hazards and mitigated their potential impacts by
reducing vulnerabilities and exposure and enhancing capacities
of communities.
Preparedness
Established and strengthen capacities of communities to
anticipate, cope and recover from the negative impacts of
emergency occurrences and disasters.
Response
Provided life preservation and met the basic subsistence needs
of affected population based on acceptable standards during or
immediately after a disaster.
Rehabilitation
and Recovery
Restored and improved facilities, livelihood and living
conditions and organizational capacities of affected
communities and reduced disaster risks in accordance with the
"building back better" principle.
Source : Flood Management for Chao Phraya River Basin page 30/44
This table 5-3 will link to the last part of this chapter about the result and conclusion. The
concept of prevention and mitigation is referred to structural plans and other 3 aspects are referred to
non-structural plans. The information about structural and non-structural plans will describe in next
section.
5.3 Solutions classified by problem solving structure
The Office of Strategic Committee for Water Resource Management (SCWRM) was created
to provide solutions for preventing future flooding in Thailand. The committee presented solutions to
solve this problem by using 2 approaches. One is by non-structural approach as we had shown in
picture 5-3. The other one is by structural approach as we also had shown in picture 5-2. More details
about both approaches will be shown here.
5.3.1 Non-structural
For non-structural approach, 4 main tasks were presented in picture 5-3 such as Modification
of Reservoir Operation Rule, Flood Plain Management, Watershed Management, Institution, and
Organization. In Flood Plain Management, another 3 tasks are mentioned here such as Strengthen of
Control and Guidance, Flood Disaster Response, and
so the reader could understand the picture easier.
Picture 5
Source : Flood Management for Chao Phraya River Basin page 1
Another picture 5-8 that describe
below.
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Financial Response. Picture 5
-3 : Non-structural Measure for Water Management
s the areas and these non-structural measures is presented
-3 is reused here,
4/44
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Picture 5-8 : Non-structural Measure Mapping with Implementation Area
Source : Flood Management for Chao Phraya River Basin page 15/44
A
B
C D
F
E
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From picture 5-8, area A-F is mapped with the implementation plans described in picture 5-3.
In area A, each dam will be equipped with monitoring system and warning system that can control
operation from long-distance. This system will work with weather forecast system to provide suitable
reservoir operation; moreover, if there were abnormal situation, the system could send warning system
along with current situation to central water management committee.
In area B, the picture shows the areas of field that are affected by flooding. The government
will provide financial help such as disaster recovery, subsidy or flood insurance. This subsidy is very
important to area that has high flooding potential especially some areas that the government would
reserve for flooding areas, Monkey Cheek.
In area C, the government created a central authority in response for water management. This
committee will use data collecting from system (area A in picture) and decide the optimum solution to
prevent flooding or cause least damages to society.
In area D, the new law and regulation to support land usage and watershed management will
be issued. The building in flooding areas will be regulated and perform some protection. In area E,
there will be some local flood fighting team that helps local areas to prevent flooding or assist
government help or deliver the accurate information from government sectors.
In area E, there will be system to monitor and control grand water extraction system to help
forwarding water flow to the Gulf of Thailand as soon as possible to reduce flooding situation. This
system could also be long-distance control and send the monitoring information to central committee.
5.3.2 Structural classified by areas
For non-structural approach, 3 main tasks were presented in picture 5-2 such as River
Improvement, Distribution and Drainage System Improvement, and Alternatives. In Alternatives,
another 3 tasks are mentioned here such as Partial Protection, Heightening of Flood Barrier and Flood
Diversion. Picture 5-2 is reused here, so the reader could understand the picture easier.
Picture 5
Source : Flood Management for Chao Phraya River Basin page 1
Another picture 5-9 that describes the areas and these non
below.
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-2 : Structural Measure for Water Management
-structural measures is presented
4/44
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Picture 5-9 : Structural Measure Mapping with Description
Source : Flood Management for Chao Phraya River Basin page 16/44
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+
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The structural measure divides areas into 3 parts as being presented here in A-C. In this thesis,
area A will be referred to “Upstream”, area B will be referred to “Mid-stream” and area C will be
referred to “Downstream”.
To describe each area, the author gives number from 1-10 in each topic in both proposed in
master plan and other related projects. Number 1 refers to river improvement plan which is shown in
picture 5-9 in orange color. Referred to picture 5-6, in area B, the maximum flow capacity is
comparatively lower than area A and C. One physical solution to protect flooding is to improve water
flow in bottle neck area; in this case, master plan 1 is improving river flow in area B.
Number 2 refers to retarding in paddy field or Monkey-Cheek project. From SCWRM
committee’s analysis, the water flow capacity in area B is lower than area A and C and has more
potential for flooding than other areas. However in area B, many manufacturing companies and
industrial estates were in this area. To prevent damages to those businesses, government decided to
use some local padding field as areas to preserve water during flooding and protect the main industry
area. More details about this part will be shown in “Mid-stream” section.
Number 3 refers to drainage channel improvement. In area C, especially in Bangkok and
provinces around Bangkok, there are many drainage channels, but some of them do not flow smoothly
because of less maintenance or household’s garbage or unwanted weed. To improve water flow
capacity, one solution is to improve present drainage channels.
Number 4 refers to diversion. To help the Chao Phraya River flow, Thai government planned
to create an optional water diversion channel which helps pulling some water from area B and try to
protect Bangkok. More details about this issue will be shown in “Downstream” section.
Number 5 refers to heightening of flood barrier. There is flood barriers around Bangkok right
now; however, the height was not enough and last year flooding came along with the Chao Phraya
River which passes through Bangkok. Even though, the government could improve the water flow but
could not protect Bangkok from flooding from outside, the long-term protection plan is not effective
enough. More details about this will be explained in “Downstream” section together with other
contents.
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Number 6 refers to partial protection. In these areas, the water flow capacity is around 3,000-
3,600m3/s in picture 5-6. There were few risks for these areas and SCWRM considered that only
partial protection would be enough for these areas.
Number 7 refers to ring levee. In the worst case, the government needs to guarantee that the
main economic area of each province such as community area in central of province should be
flooding-proof. The SCWRM decided to create ring levees for each province to protect them from
flooding and avoid critical damages.
Number 8 refers to loop cut channel. In the Chao Phraya River, the area under Bangkok there
is a loop. If there is a loop cut channel through this area, the Chao Phraya River flow will become
faster. By doing so, this could also prevent flooding in Bangkok.
Number 9 refers to dam planned and under construction. There were still some areas in the
North part and North-East part that have no dams along the river in those areas. To help increase the
ability to control water amount, more dams need to be built along those rivers.
Number 10 refers to RID drainage plan. When it is flooding, all the dirt from land will be
flushed into the sea. If this water flow was allowed to directly flow into the sea, it could cause
pollution problem. To improve water quality before releasing it into the sea, the government needs to
allocate some areas to purify it and these areas in number 10 are devoted for this reason.
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5.3.2.1 Upstream (Upper Central Plain –(Source of rivers to Nakhon Sawan Province))
Picture 5-10 : Upstream Flood Management Plan
Source : Flood Management for Chao Phraya River Basin page 16/44
The upstream areas started from the subterranean course of water until Nakhon Sawan
Province. It covers approximately about 60,000 km2 (36%) of the Chao Phraya River Basin referred to
in table 5-1. The North parts of these areas are forest. In forest, there are many subterranean course of
water. In recent year, unplanned land development has destroyed some parts of forest. Some
researches show that forest could help protecting soil which can absorb and preserve water in raining
season. To prevent flooding, improving the capacity of water preservation in forest area is another
option. Another way to prevent flooding is to build more reservoirs in the river sources.
From this information, the government will do reforestation and soil preservation which will
cost around 10,000 million Baht or 315.46 million Dollars. The construction of reservoir under Yom
River Basin, Sakrakrung River Basin, Kong Mae Ping River Basin, Wang Thong River Basin and
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Pasak River Basin will be invested for 50,000 million Baht or 1,577.29 million Dollars. New law and
regulation about land usage and land development will be released with budget of 5,000 million Baht
or 157.73 million Dollars. The improvement on weather forecast and channel development’s budget is
around 3,000 million Baht or 94.64 million Dollars. The total investment will be around 68,000
million Baht or 2,145.11 million Dollars on prevention of flooding under the Backbone projects.
These Backbone projects’ budget is different from budget in Irrigation Department and other
government bodies. Other government departments still have their own budget to prevent flooding
explicitly. By increasing absorption capacity in the source of rivers and increase dams, this could
prevent flooding and decrease water flow to only 1,000 m3 per second at peak time. (1$ = 31.7 Baht as
of 13/6/2012)
5.3.2.2 Mid-stream (Higher Delta – (Chainart Province – Ayutthaya Province))
Picture 5-11 : Mid-stream Flood Management Plan
Source : Flood Management for Chao Phraya River Basin page 16/44
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Middle water resource covers the area of 90,000 km2 as referred area B in picture 5-7.
The area of river is about 6,000-7,000 km2, and in this area there are many important cities such as
Sukothai, Pitsanulok, Utaladit, etc. These cities have their significant commercial area that needs to
protect. The government allocated budget for creating ring levee about 10,000 million Baht or 315.46
million Dollars. Moreover, to improve water management system, the budget for improving flood way,
dam or canal will be added for another 10,000 million Baht or 315.46 million Dollars. However, as
being shown in picture 5-6, the bottle neck of the Chao Phraya River Basin is in this area. In the worst
case, if the water overflows from the Chao Phraya River, then it will overflow into this area. After
considering between the damages of industrial segment and the damages of agricultural segment, the
government decided to use the agricultural areas to preserve water in the case of flooding and try to
protect industrial areas. By using last year flooding as a case study, SCWRM estimated that the area of
2 million Rai or 3,000 km2 of land is needed to be allocated for temporary flooding areas.
Picture 5-12 : New System in Intentionally Flooded Area
Source : Caption from Video of the meeting between SCWRM and JICA on 19th January 2012
In the areas that will be intentionally flooded, the government proposed a new way to
cultivate crops and rice by doing 2 rice planting cycles and will provide compensation for them. At
R
iver
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present, the compensation for paddy field is 30,000 Baht per Rai or 946.37 Dollars per 1,600 m2. In
regular year, these preserved areas will be used as normal paddy field, but if it is flooding, Irrigation
Department could let water flow into these areas and keep it to protect other areas.
In a regular year, the farmers will use irrigation system during December-March, or dry
season. But in the flooding year, that water in paddy field will be used instead of irrigation system.
Then, second rice planting cycle in March-June will use irrigation system. Third rice planting cycle in
July-December, the farmers will use rain water in regular year and in flooding year they will get a
compensation for being unable to plant. The use of water irrigation during the rice farming shall be
allocated under the new budget as it allows choices for those farmers. With this, compensation of 60
billion Baht or 1,892.74 million Dollars (calculated from 30,000 Baht per Rai multiplied with 2
million Rai) is estimated. The government needed to do more negotiation with locals and give a
standard compensation setting for optimized cost. Total investment in these areas will be around
79,000 million Baht or 2,492.11 million Dollars. The expected result is to improve the water flow
volume of Ayuthaya about 1,500 m3 per second. (1$ = 31.7 Baht as of 13/6/2012.)
5.3.2.3 Downstream (Lower Delta – (Downstream after Ayutthaya Province))
Picture 5-13 : Downstream Flood Management Plan
Source : Flood Management for Chao Phraya River Basin page 16/44
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Picture 5-14 : Downstream Flood Management with Diversion Flow
Source : Protection of Main Economic Areas in Downstream from Master Plan on Water Resource
Management Page 16/17
For Bangkok and its surrounding area, the eastern side is between the Chao Phraya
River and Klong Rapeepat (Canal) through Phathumthani province to Chacheoengsao Province and
then to the sea, the western side is between the Chao Phraya River and the Tha Chin River, Bang Len
city through Nakornpathom province. The government will construct the closed zone of flood
protection where the budget will be around 20,000 million Baht or 630.91 million Dollars. The
government still considered more protection such as creating double or triple protection zone by
diverting 1,500 m3 per second amount of water as shown in picture 5-14. This will lead to a higher
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Pasak Dam
Pasak River
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land price if the flooding system is effective. Then the government could implement new land tax
system to help reinvestment.
The water management system must be improved like Pakkred city that was the only city in
this area that was not affected by last year flooding due to its effective water management strategy
using current canal, concrete barrier and pump. For example, western side of Bangkok above
Mahasawad Canal to Bang Bau Thong city, the government will build protection system through Pra
Pimon Canal to Phraya Banlue Canal to divert water to Tha Chin River and Chao Phraya River in case
of flood. In worst case, the government may have to allow the water quantity to be around 10 to 20 cm
height in city. The budget for long diversion canal project was 120 billion Baht or 3,785.49 million
Dollars. The budget for launching laws about land development plan is 10 billion Baht or 315.46
million Dollars. Finally, the budget for canal improvement and water forecast system is 3 billion Baht
or 94.64 million Dollars. Total Budget for this area is 153 billion Baht or 4,826.50 million Dollars.
These projects will improve water flow in Chao Phraya River to approximately 3,000-3,500 m3 per
second and also help increase diversion of flow at 1,500 m3 per second.
5.3.2.4 Short-term plans and Long-term plans
In the table 5-3, prevention and mitigation plans that mainly focus on structural measurement
can be plotted by target completion period as 5 years, 15 years and 25 years. The pictures of each
projection are shown below (A, B, and C in picture refer to Upstream area, Mid-stream area and
Downstream area) after the brief table about completion in each target year.
Project Definition
5
years
15
years
25
years
Urban Polder Create ring levees around communityareas
Reservoir Operation Modification of reservoir operation
Reservoir Complete current construction
Chao Phraya Delta
Retention
Reserve paddy field in mid-stream
area
Reservoir Construction Complete new dams construction
Upstream Retention Reserve paddy field in upstream area
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Picture 5-15 : Plans for Short-term 5 years
Source : Flood Mitigation Measures in 5 Years from Integrated Water Management Page 49/55
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B
C
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Picture 5-16 : Plans for Midium-term 15 years
Source : Flood Mitigation Measures in 15 Years from Integrated Water Management Page 49/55
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Picture 5-17 : Plans for Long-term 25 years
Source : Flood Mitigation Measures in 25 Years from Integrated Water Management Page 49/55
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5.4 Expected result
After the government implement all plans, then the expected water flow if the rain amount is
over average is shown below.
Picture 5-18 : Overall Water Flow Chart
Source : Flood Management for Chao Phraya River Basin page 31/44
Based on accurate weather forecast, the amount of water will be regulated from dams. If the
amount of water is higher than river capacity, part of it will be flood in preserved areas or retention
areas. The leftover amount will flow through the Chao Phraya River and part of it will flow to
 Regulation by dam operation
 Retarding and discharge
 Retention and drainage
 Discharge by diversion &
diking
 Provision of basic data
 Scientific Model Analysis
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diversions. These diversions will help save industrial estates in Ayuthaya, Bangkok and commercial
areas around Bangkok.
For structural solution, after finishing all implementation in 25 years later, the flow
comparing to current will be changed as being shown in next picture.
Picture 5-19 : Water Flow After Implementation
Source : Flood Management for Chao Phraya River Basin page 32/44
Flood discharge at Nakhon Sawan was 4,500-5,000 m3/s, but the flow capacity of the Chao
Phraya River after Chainat was 3,500 m3/s. By flood retention and diversion, the flood discharge of
1,000 m3/s will be regulated.
For non-structural solution, the new flood forecasting and warning system will be
implemented and new laws or land use regulation will also be launched. The cooperation among local
community, government side, and NGOs will be link together with one system and one authority. The
necessary tools and action plans for prevent and handle flooding such as flood hazard mapping,
information dissemination network, and evacuation system as presented in picture below.
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Picture 5-20 : Comprehensive Integrated Flood Management Plan
Source : Flood Management for Chao Phraya River Basin page 33/44
Implementation of retention ponds, retarding basin, buffer zone, and dike are shown in the
picture below. The government will provide some compensation to land owners who devoted their
areas to flood protection. The image picture after implementation is shown below.
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Picture 5-21 : Image of Retention Areas 1
Source : Flood Management for Chao Phraya River Basin page 34/44
Finally, the government will form the agencies who are working to provide legislative
provision based on these laws such as Constitution of Thailand, Water Act (drafted only 1993), People
Irrigation Act (1939), State Irrigation Act (1942), Dikes and Ditches Act (1978), and Public Disaster
Prevention and Mitigation Act (2007). These agencies could issue permits for uses and/or buildings in
Floodplain Area and were responsible for authorized administer River Channel and River Area. Below
is the picture of organizational reform. IFM refers to Integrated Flood Management as shown in
picture 5-3.
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Picture 5-22 : Centralize Committee for Flood Management
Source : Flood Management for Chao Phraya River Basin page 38/44
5.5 Conclusion
Flood management committee or known as SCWRM was formed by government to take care
of strategic water management and proposed estimated budget plan. These plans consist of both
structural and non-structural plans. In structural plan the term of completement was clearly defined,
but in non-structural plan the term of completement was not clearly mentioned.
For structural plans were covering all areas on Chao Phraya River basin which the committee
divided this area into 3 parts, upstream, mid-stream, and downstream. In upstream, the government
focused on creating new dams and recovering damaged forest to increase natural water absorption and
increase the amount of water preservation by dams. Many projects allocated for this area is based on
long-term strategy. In mid-stream, the government will improve existing canals and water route,
including making agreements to local farmer to preserve their paddy field as water retention areas in
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raining season. In business area including industrial estates, the government agreed to provide part of
fund for creating the concrete barrier to protect these areas from flooding. Most projects in these areas
are based on short-term strategy to reduce flooding risk from business area and try to complete a plan
to protect industrial areas as soon as possible. However, at present many farmers whose farms may be
reserved for flooding did not gladly agree with plan. Moreover, the progress of the concrete barrier
seems to be delayed than expected based on local newspaper in May 2012. In the downstream, the
government will improve existing canals and water route especially the river and canal that parallel
Chao Phraya River (Tha Chin River and Klong Rapeepat (Canal) respectively) to increase flow speed
of river. Also, the government will try to protect the town from flooding by creating a closed zone
covering business areas and whole Bangkok. Many projects in this area are progressing, and the
government expected that these plans should be completed before the next raining season this year.
Besides the structural plans that was briefly mentioned, the non structural plans included
creating a central information center for flood management and tracking system for water status in
each area including improving weather forecast system to get more precision in raining prediction and
improve dam management policy. Many projects in this section need time to implement and are
considered as long-term plans. There were not clear deadline for these projects announced from the
government yet, but the relating departments are working on this issue.
Even though, government provided a reasonable and well-planned solution for flooding, we
still need some time to implement these plans and expect that the tragedy like last year will not happen
again in Thailand. Many plans provided in government documents sound very practical even though
some are very idealistic and need some time to gain cooperation from local people and other
organizations.
At current stage, there are still risks for the delay of completion of these structure and non-
structure plans. This delay may come from the budget constraint, the efficiency of construction, the
cooperation among local side and government side. From the perspective of business, the companies
should find their way to solve these problems by their own and try to be less dependent on only the
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government solution. Some companies that are not in industrial estate may need to consider building
their own concrete barrier for protecting their companies.
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Chapter6 : Suggestion on business perspective
This chapter is devoted for evaluating government water management plan and introducing
alternatives for a manufacturer in the country.
6.1 Our options and criteria
Many areas such as agricultural areas, industrial areas, and community areas were affected by
last year flooding. This thesis will focus more on business perspective to protect manufacturing
business in Thailand.
In this case, first factor is what kind of business the company is in, then consider about long-
term solution to react to last year flooding crisis. One fact is that last year crisis had happened because
of abnormal raining amount. This can imply a small possibility of crisis to happen again. However, the
well-prepared solution to protect the business needs to be provided. The cost of recovery and cost of
training and reconstruction if moving the business out of Thailand also needs to be calculated. At the
end of day, after considering all possibilities, there are 2 options. One is continuing operation in
Thailand as if it was nothing happened last year and partial operation or move out of Thailand. Both
options will be analyzed in next sections.
In chapter4, the JETRO survey of an effect to Japanese companies was introduced. The brief
description about each tables and some small interpretation were shown there. However, the table
about the decision of companies to react to last year flooding in term of moving operation of Thailand
or not will be analyzed in details here.
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Table 6-1 : JETRO Survey on Relocation of Japanese Company in Thailand.
Source : Survey of Business Sentiment on Japanese Corporations in Thailand for the 2nd half of 2011
by JETRO
6.1.1Continue operation in Thailand
The type of business and the type of product is very significant to the company’s decision.
From the table above, in manufacturing related business, the textile industry and chemical industry
will continue their operation at the same location and do not plan for relocation in other areas. Besides
that in manufacturing relating business, steel/non-ferrous metal industry and transportation machinery
industry also consider production at the same location but partly consider relocation too. Even though,
the number of companies in survey is small, but using the nature characteristic of business could
determine the reason of staying in the same location. Below are hypothetical explanations regarding
the difference among the industries.
Because of its labor intensive structure in textile business, the cost of moving the
manufacturing line and training people will be higher than recovering manufacturing line at the same
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place. Moreover, the raw material for textile such as cotton and silk is abundant in Thailand, and
transportation cost will be added if they need to shift it to oversea for production.
For chemical industry, it depends on manipulating machinery and local suppliers, to educate
new employees and training for machinery usage need coverage time. Also, the dependency of
suppliers makes it hard for production line to move out of its present location. These reasons could
also apply to the steel/not-ferrous metal industry.
For transportation machinery, nearly all production line are basically automated, they still
need some special technicians to take care them, which it takes time to reeducate them if the
production line move. Moreover, the supply chain of this industry depends on many suppliers that it
could not easily move out off the affected area. However, to protect its production capacity, they think
of relocating partly to other parts of Thailand that has lower possibility of flooding. This approach is
very interesting in terms of not only shifting their production to reserve areas, but they could also use
new area to stock their inventory if flooding occurs again.
For general machinery industry, among 3 companies, 2 of them will still continue production
at the same place and consider partial production in other areas, this concept is very similar to the
transportation machinery industry that it considers creating its business continuity plan if flooding
occurs again.
For non-manufacturing industry, trading industry, retail industry, and
finance/insurance/securities industry choose to stay at the same location without relocation within
Thailand or move out of Thailand. For transportation/communication industry, both companies will
stay in the same location but one of them will partly move to new location in Thailand. For
construction/civil engineering industry one of 5 companies decided to change location to other part of
Thailand.
From the data provided above, it could be implied that trading industry, retailer industry, and
finance/insurance/securities industry are service industry that bases on local clients which makes it
very hard for them to move out of the area and all new client outside. This could mean that they need
to give up their business and restart it again.
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For transportation/communication industry, as it is non-manufacturing business, its business
bases on service and it may also intensive client base business that it is hard to move out of the area
too. But one of 2 firms decides to move partly of its business to other area in Thailand; this could
imply that they may move their office or call center to more flooding-proof area. It could be assumed
the same idea to those companies in construction/civil/engineer industry too.
From data, it is important whether business is intensive client base business or supplier
dependent business in an area. If the company’s business is intensive client base business, moving the
company out of the same location will affect the number of present clients and finally the business
need to fight with the same kind of business in other areas. If the company’s business is in highly
supplier dependent business, the additional material transportation fee will be increased to the cost in
moving business out of the same location. Moreover, if the business is also high-skilled labor
intensive, the company has to concern surplus cost of reeducating new employees for new working
location too.
For those industries that may depend on supplier relationship, but still have a capacity to
manufacturing outside the same area can take advantage of production balance and risk avoidance if
flooding occurs again. However, this strategy needs intensive cash to reinvest in new factory parallel
with its current one. Or it is possible if the construction of new location is completed in near future,
they may move to the new location that is flooding-proof. Or during that time, if the flood protection
plan of government is successful, then they can produce in both areas and optimize its production
balance between them. In that case, they may forecast that their product is needed in market and need
more production in near future. That makes sense, for both transportation machinery industry and
general machinery industry.
6.1.2Move partial or total operation out of Thailand
From the same table, manufacturing business, electric/electronics machinery industry
consider 76% to produce in same location and 26% relocation in Thailand, and 16% move out of
Thailand.
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Considering the nature characteristics of business, electric/electronics machinery industry is
less dependent on many domestic suppliers but dependent on production technology or machinery
which could be easily replaced in other places. Based on this assumption, 26% decided to move
production line to other parts of Thailand, and 16% decided to move out of Thailand. Among those
factories that decided to move out of Thailand, one moved to other countries in Asean, one to China
and one back to Japan. Currently in Taiwan and China, electric/electronics industry is very popular, so
it is also reasonable if the Japanese company consider reinvestment cost is equal to restoring cost and
decide to move their production line to other countries. Moreover, in China and Japan, many
electric/electronics suppliers are there, they will have low affect from supplier change cost.
The general costs considering the decision in moving the production line out of one country.
The company needs to balance the cost of training and construction cost. However, if the damages
affected to that company were so huge that it’s after flooding situation were as equal to having nothing,
they could consider giving up their business and restart it in new areas. However, from the table some
companies continue production in the same areas and some move to other parts of Thailand. Only few
companies decided to move out. By considering only the number of companies, it is possible that the
cost of relocation or moving out of Thailand is very high comparatively to restore its production line,
so few decided to move out of Thailand.
6.2Other concerns from survey
In chapter4, the table about floods-related requests to Thai government has been explained.
Next table will show the mapping between the requests and the government response.
Table 6-2 : Requests from Companies and Government Response
Rank Requests Responses
1 Speedy formulation of floodcontrol plan
Government creates a committee to draft
a long-term water management plan
2 Speedy and accurateinformation provision
Government invests in building central
information center for water management
system
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3 Foundation of reinsurancesystem
Government creates a committee to
structure an insurance issue
4 Infectious disease measure Government handles this short-term issuewith red-cross organization
5 Improvement in image ofThailand
Government expects that long-term water
management plan could help improving
Thailand image
6
Relaxation of requirement and
procedure for visa and work
permit
For short-term issue during flood recovery,
Government loses its procedure for visa
and work permit
7 Early refund of VAT andcustoms duty
For short-term issue during flood recovery,
Government wave taxes for machines that
were imported to replace the former
production machine
8 Low-interest financing andmoratorium
Government launches a regulation for
banks to give a low-interest loan for those
companies that have affected from
flooding.
Source : The author maps requests with solution described in Chapter 5
In response to Japanese company’s requests, Thai government triedto serve them by creating
a committee to work out on each issue. For requests that could serve for short-term period were
reasonably allowed by government such as providing relaxation for visa and work permit, and
reduction of taxes. For fund supports in restoring, government also negotiates with banks and provide
low-interest rate for them, which is reasonable solution for both sides. For long-term strategic water
management plan, government also takes care of this issue by forming a committee to discuss and
provide a reasonable plan. However, these plans are not publicly recognized and some of plans are
still not clear yet. It is very difficult to find information about these plans in details even now. But
some part of the plan is implemented such as building concrete barriers for industrial estates, and
removing dirt from water channels. The problem in government operation
general. The delay of implementation
plan and 10 year plan is still being
Besides those requests from Japanes
SCWRM and JICA on 19th January 2012
asked. Even though, the company could protect
could not get access to raw material or customers or get worker
has to close production line during flooding anyway.
for company during emergency time liked flooding.
6.3Our decision
In general, the company needs to consider
picture will be shown below.
Chart 6
To structure company
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is always doubtful in
and budget constrain needs to be concerned
implemented, but short-term plan seems to be delayed
e company, from the interview in meetings between
, one question about the logistic system during flooding
plants or service office from flooding,
s to factory, then finally the company
The government should create a logistic channel
risk/benefit analysis before gives decision.
-1 : Risk Benefit Analysis for Decision Making
’s decision, the chart is shown below.
. At moment 5 year
already.
was
if the company
The
Consider being manufacturing company in Thailand,
flooding, should the company
production in other countries and finally
The question is whether the company should keep production in Thailand or not.
the concept of risk and opportunity or timing issue, the restoring is fast but still risky.
takes time but there is no flooding risk.
cost and revenue from selling
revenues criteria is shown below
then choose relocation. But if the cost of relocation is higher than restoration, then order machines and
keep production in Thailand.
In order to calculate the cost of
government, industrial estate and other sources such as banks. At present, government provides low
interest fund, lower taxes, relaxes visa regulation,
restoring infrastructure. Industrial estates will
provide low-interest loan for company. Then after
company could consider internal investment to protect ourselves from flooding in long
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Chart 6-2 : Decision Making Chart
if company was affected by last year
have other factories in other countries? The company
survive from crisis.
All costs and revenues should be listed in details
our plant and relocating it in other country. The table of costs and
. If the cost of relocation in other countries is cheaper than restoration,
production in Thailand, the company has
partial government back insurance
build concrete barriers to protect factories. Banks will
the company has received external help
should balance its
Including
The relocation
including the
to check offers from
-
and support
s, the
-term.
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If the company’s market is growing, creating new production line in other parts of Thailand,
or creating partnership with factories in flood-proof area to guarantee constant production if there is
flooding crisis again is reasonable choices. If the factory is not in industrial estates, the company may
need to build its own concrete barrier. The company could contract with some logistic company to
secure our logistic channel. The company also could create a scheme to do balanced production
capacity with other factories to avoid insufficient production during flooding.
Here is table of cost that the company needs to be concerned about, if relocation production
line or service to other places (for both relocation in Thailand, or totally move out of Thailand). The
result depends on each companies cost structure, but from the list, more costs factors are listed than
revenue factors. Without enough information, it is hard to give conclusion here. But from the result in
survey many companies continue operation in the same may imply that this choice is very reasonable.
Table 6-3 : Cost and Revenue List of Relocation
No. Cost
1 Scrapping old machine
2 Firing current employees
3 Hiring new employees
4 Training new employees
5 Buying new land
6 Manufacturing construction
7 Buying new machine
8 Transportation fee for materials and finish goods
9 Operation fee from bank lobby for new loan, and government cooperation
10 Losing current supply chain relation
11 Losing current business customer/client
Revenue
12 Selling land, machinery
Long-term different
13 Different employee's skill/numbers could reduce total operation cost
14 Renewal new machine could increase work efficiency
15 Reduce long-term flooding risk but other risk may occur
16 Save cost of building concrete barrier
Note
9: Normally, if the company is located in industrial estate, Thai government provides
special offers for tax reduction and or providing fund source.
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16: If the company is located in industrial estate, the cost for building concrete barrier
will be supported by industrial estate
In previous 2 sections, few companies decided to create another factory to reduce risk of
flooding and provide option production capacity in case of crisis. Just few companies decided to
relocate to other parts of Thailand and very few companies decided to move production line to other
countries. Moreover, one factor of last year crisis was the irregular amount of rain in the areas along
Chao Phraya River that causes the inundation. The companies might have judged that there is a small
possibility that those crisis will occur again within these 10 years, and government is trying to
implement long term plan.
In business perspective, after considering all costs and risk of future flooding including the
long-term government water management plan, for many companies the right risk/benefit analysis
would probably be operating in the same location, and in case if they have enough money to invest
they could create another factories parallel to its current one in other parts of Thailand. The idea of
creating another factory in other areas of Thailand is reasonable if the companies forecast that
product’s demand will be increased in coming years and the company may probably need additional
production capacity anyway.
Besides buffer production line that may be high cost, the company can create its own concrete
barrier to protect its company if it is not located in industrial estates or it wants more protection for
itself. This plan will include increasing the pumper to suck water out of the company if the water
overflows into the company.
If the company was affected by last year flooding, the company may relocate new machines
in higher places in the factories, or create barriers for machine separately. The company can buy
insurance for extra damages or the company can contract production partnership with other factory
that locates in flooding-proof areas to guarantee the constant production capacity.
The other business perspective to think about this issue is considering present manufacturing
line as a sunk cost. If the company’s product is sold well and the the company is profitable, it is not
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reasonable to scrap down the present production line and create it elsewhere, because more investment
is needed in this case. From this point of view, the company should preserve the current production
and think about the flooding protection that the company can do.
In this chapter, based on business perspective, the author assumes that the Japanese
companies owned production line in Thailand. First, the survey about Japanese companies’ decision in
continuing production in Thailand was shown. From the result of survey shown in table 6-1, many
Japanese companies decided to continue production at the same area. 12 manufacturers from 48
manufacturers decided to relocation within Thailand and 2 non-manufacturers from 18 non-
manufacturers decided to relocation within Thailand. Only 4 manufacturers from 48 manufacturers
decided to relocation outside of Thailand, but no non-manufacturers decided to relocation outside of
Thailand.
Besides Thailand’s flooding last year, many Japanese companies’ production lines were
affected by massive Fukushima’s earthquake last year too. From both events, many Japanese
companies experienced delayed in delivering their products to customers. Some professionals suggest
that Japanese companies should balance risk distribution, not just move only production lines and all
supply chains together and collect them at the same place17. The better way should be at least 2
production lines with the same products but located in different countries and creating separately 2
different supply chain systems. This could be tolerant to those countries’ natural disaster. However
this solution will come up with increased amount of cost of investment.
From last year flooding, many companies such as Toyota and NEC needed to find other
suppliers or transfer workers to their other factories to boost their production and cover those that
could not be produced in Thailand. Moreover, after flooding they still need to recover its production
amount as soon as possible to cover their products’ delay and help undelivered deals. Considering
these factors, many Japanese companies decided to continue their production at the same area. The
17 What companies should learn from the damages in earthquake and flooding? from morning Nikkei
Newspaper as of 7th November 2011.
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main reason is not only it costs less than rebuilding its new manufacturing line, but also they need to
recover production amount as soon as possible to regain its lost trading opportunity.
After they decided to continue production at the same areas, the short-term solution that they
can do by themselves when they were not sure whether Thai government’s flood protection plan will
be completed within its schedule such as 5 years, 15 years and 30 years is building their own concrete
barriers to protect its manufacturing lines. However, doing so is just relief short-term problem as these
areas were still prone to flooding in future as long as the government long-term plan is not completed.
When considering about production lines, even these companies can protect their assets from flooding,
if they could not get materials supplied or preserve logistic way to deliver both products and workers
to their factories. Then finally, they need to stop their production and they will still lose their trading
opportunities. As long as they don’t create another supply chain in flooding proof areas to support
their production lines, and located alternative production line in flooding proof areas. They could have
a chance to face the same problem again. The author agrees with companies that were creating
concrete barriers and recovering their current manufacturing lines in order to save cost and to protect
their trading opportunity and regain trust from trading partners. But this was just a short-term solution
to postpone risk, and they should consider long-term protection to diversify their productions among
countries.
The Japanese companies should consider production load balancing by creating another
production line with supported supply chain system in flooding proof areas if they have enough
budget and have forecasted their market growth, or they should find a partner production line to cover
insufficient production if there were a natural crisis again if they were not sure about their future
market growth. This solution should be considered among those Japanese companies in the same
industry. If many companies suggest the same solution, they could also have strong bargaining power
to gain support from the government from both Thai and Japanese.
For further long-term protection plans, the companies could consider these options such as
building up inventory of key components that are manufactured in one place, having a double
sourcing system, or double production system. However, these analyses are over this thesis scope.
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Chapter7 : Conclusion
After chapter1 that gives broad picture of this thesis, general information about Thailand in
perspectives relating to Thailand’s flooding such as geography, climate, economics and population
and demographic is given. This information could help readers to know Thailand more.
Then information about damages and losses from last year flooding was shown that if the
government does not provide long-term water management strategy, the country could risk the same
losses again. The amount of damages classified by sector such as agricultural sector and industrial
sector is given. Because our economy depends on both agricultural and industrial but weight more for
industry, some Japanese survey was presented to represent their opinion about last year flooding. Then
some numbers for recovery budgets was also given. More short-term and long-term budget allocation
in chapter5 was given in topic about water resource management plan.
In chapter4, information on Japanese companies’ requests and short-term solutions for
industrial estates are presented. Recent news is updated for current progression for short-term solution.
Detailed water management plan is described in chapter5. In this chapter, overview of plans was
described. The reason of flooding in details and solution to provide long-term flood protection was
explained. Details for non-structural parts of water management plans was explained, then for
structural plans was described. For structural plans, the Chao Phraya River Basin was divided by
geological into 3 parts, upstream, mid-stream and downstream. In upstream, government focuses on
revival forest and builds more dams. In mid-stream, government will try to improve water channel and
negotiate with locals to preserve flooding areas. In downstream, government will create a full
protection for this area because it is the central economic of country. Government will improve water
channel around this area and create walls to protect this areas. After all plans in details are explained,
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the government expectation for these plans to improve water flow if we face with inundation was
described.
In chapter6, a decision chart to clarify criteria was given and each branch of our chart was
examined. The key decision here is the risk/benefit analysis including cost list in case of relocation
comparing to restoring operation. If the company’s market is growing and its products are sold well,
building new production line in flood-proof area of Thailand as optional production line and reducing
risk of opportunity loss if flooding occurs again is a reasonable choice. In general, the cost of
relocation is likely to be higher than the cost of restoring and take longer time; so many companies
continued their production in the same location. To protect themselves, companies may need to at
least create our concrete barrier if the factory is not located in industrial estates. Generally, industrial
estates in the areas of flooding or have risk of flooding are planning to build their own protection for
flooding. Moreover, each company should check out the offers from government, banks and other
organizations for helps in current situation. The decision to retain manufacturing in the same places
should be reconsidered in many perspectives such as supplier relation and current customers/clients
relation too.
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